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Abstract 
The parity path problem is the problem of finding two paths of different parity between two 
given vertices. This problem is known to be NP-complete on general graphs. Polynomial algorithms 
were known for the parity path problem on chordal, planar perfect, interval and circular-arc graphs. 
In this paper, we give polynomial algorithms for this problem on comparability, cocomparability 
graphs, and linear algorithms on permutation graphs. 
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1. Introduction 
Several important problems which are NP-complete for general graphs admit polyno- 
mial solutions when the input is restricted to be in the class of perfect graphs. Thus, 
recognizing whether a graph is a perfect graph is an important problem in algorithmic 
graph theory. Let C2k+t (k > 2) indicate the cycle with 2k + 1 vertices and C&+,, its 
complement. The strong perfect graph conjecture [3,5] states that a graph is perfect 
iff it contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to a C2k+t and C&+, , k 3 2 (an odd 
hole or an odd antihole respectively). Thus, testing for odd holes or antiholes is an 
interesting algorithmic problem. A closely related problem is the parity path problem 
(introduced by Hsu in [ 61). Unfortunately, both the odd hole recognition problem, 
and the parity path problem are NP-complete for general graphs [ 41. Thus, it becomes 
important to study the complexity of the parity path problem on special classes of 
graphs. 
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Polynomial time algorithms for the parity path problem have been given for planar 
perfect graphs [ 61, circular-arc graphs [ 11, interval graphs [ 71 and chordal graphs 
[ 21. We give polynomial algorithms for this problem on comparability, permutation and 
cocomparability graphs. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
Let G = (YE) be an indirected graph. A path Q = [ 01, ~2, . . , , ok], vi E V, 1 < i < k, 
is an induced path, if there is no pair of vertices vi, Uj such that Ij - il 3 2, 1 < i, j 6 k, 
and (vi, uj) E E. Such a path is also said to be chordless. A path is said to be of even 
(odd) purity if its length is even (odd). 
The parity path problem (PPP) can be stated as follows: Given two nonadjacent 
vertices u and u in G, determine if there exist two induced paths (chordless paths) 
connecting them, which have different parity. A graph G = (YE) is a comparability 
graph iff the edges of E can be oriented in such a way that if (u, v), (v, w) E E, 
then (u, w) E E. Such an orientation is called transitive orientation. Hence compara- 
bility graphs are also known as transitively orientable graphs. A graph G = (YE) 
is a cocomparability graph iff the complement of G is a comparability graph. A 
graph G = (YE) with V = {1,2,... ,n} is a permutation graph, if there is a per- 
mutation P of 1,. . . ,n, such that (i,j) E E iff (i -j) * (P-‘(i) - P-‘(j)) < 
0. 
3. PPP on comparability graphs 
Assume the following notations for the rest of the section on comparability graphs: 
Let G = (KE) be a comparability graph. Let G’ be the graph obtained by transitively 
orienting the edges of G. G’ can be obtained in 0( n2) time [ 81. 
Lemma 1. Let Q = [ UI, 212, . . . , uk] be a chordless path in G. Then, for every vi, 
1 < i < k, the edges (vi-l, vi) and (Vi, vi+l) are either 
(i) directed as (ui_l,ui) and (ui+l,ui) in G’, or 
(ii) directed US (vi, vi-1 ) and (pi, Ui+l ) in G’. 
Proof. Assume the edge (ui-1, vi) be directed as (ui_1, ui) in G’. If the edge (ui, ui+l) is 
directed as (ui,ui+i), it would imply that (ui__~,ui+t) E E(G’), and hence (vi__i,ui+r) E 
E, a contradiction to the fact that Q is a chordless path. Hence (ui, vi+l) is directed as 
(vi+i, ui) in G’. Similarly, if the edge (vi-t, vi) is directed as (ui, ui-1) in G’, then the 
edge (ui, ui+l ) should be directed as (ui, vi+1 >. Hence the result. 0 
Let Q = [ur,u~,... , Uk] be a chordless path in G. A vertex vi E Q is of type I 
(denoted by (Ui,Z)) if the edges (Ui-l,Ui), (Ui,Ui+i) E E are directed as (ui_l,ui) and 
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(ui+r , Ui) in G’, respectively. If the edges are directed as (ui. Ui_1) and (Ui, ui+i ) , then 
Ui is of type 0 (denoted by (Vi, 0)). By Lemma 1, every vertex in Q has to be of type 
I or 0. Also, if Ui is of type I, then Ui+i, the next vertex in the path has to be of type 
0, and vice versa. Thus, a chordless path Q contains vertices which are alternatively of 
type I or 0. 
Lemma 2. Let Q = [ (u,,Xl), (u2,X2), . . . , (ok, Xk)], where each Xi, 1 < i < k is I or 
0. Then, 
(i) Q is of even length iff X1 = Xk, 
(ii) Q is of odd length iff X1 # Xk. 
Proof. Easy. 0 
Lemma3. Let Q= [ul,u2,... , u,.] be a shortest path of a given parity in G between 
u1 and u,. Then, Q is chordless iff there is no edge of the form (Ui-1, Ui+l) in G, for 
all 1 < i < k. 
Proof. The only if part is obvious, because, if any edge of the form (Vi__ 1, ui+ 1) exists 
for some i, 1 < i 6 r, then Q is not chordless. 
We shall show that if Q is not chordless, then there should be an edge of the form 
(Ui- 1, Ui+l ) in G. Assume the contrary. That is, assume Q is not chordless even though 
there is no edge of the form (Ui-1, Ui+r ). Let (Uj, uk) be a chord such that Ij - kl 
is minimum among all chords of Q. Note that k > j + 2. The length of the path 
[Uj3 Uj+l,. . . 3 uk] cannot be odd, as this would imply that the parity of the shorter 
path [L’l,. . . ,U,j].[Uk,. . . , u,] is the same as that of [ ~11,. . .) Uj, U,j+.l). . . , Uk, . . , u,], 
a contradiction. Thus, Ij - kl, which is the length of [Uj, Uj+r,. . . , uk], is even. As 
Ij - kl > 2, Ij - kl > 4, and hence the vertices Uj, Uj+l, Uk-1, Uk are all dis- 
tinct. Also, by Lemma 2, both Uj, ok should be either of type I or of type 0. 
Assume them to be of type I. This implies that the edge (uj, uj+i) is directed as 
(Uj+t, Uj) in G’ and the edge (u&i, uk) is directed as (u&i, uk). We consider two 
cases. 
(a) (L’j,uk) is directed aS (u,j,uk) in G’: (Uj+l,Uj),(Oj,Uk) E E(G’) implies 
(Uj+l, Uk) E E( G’) and hence (Uj+l, Uk) E E, a contradiction to the fact that (U,j, Uk) is 
a chord such that Ij - kl is minimum. 
(b) (uj,uk) is directed as (uk,uj) in G’: Refer to Fig. 1. (uk_i,uk),(uk,u,) E 
E( G’) implies (uk_ 1, Uj) E E( G’), and hence (Uj, Uk_ 1) E E, a contradiction as in case 
(a). 
Similarly, it can be shown that the case when both Uj and uk are of type 0 leads to a 
contradiction. Hence the lemma. 0 
We now give an algorithm (which is actually an extended breadth first search (BFS) ) 
to find shortest paths of a given parity. A vertex pair is a vertex along with its label (I 
or 0). This algorithm returns a BFS tree-like structure with the extension that a vertex 
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Fig. 1. (Uj, ok) directed as (uk, Uj). 
the tree more than 
Procedure Ex-BFS(( U, X)) ( constructs a BFS tree rooted at the vertexpair (u, X}), 
begin 
Enqueuet Q, (w X) 1; 
while (Q not empty) do 
begin 
(u, X) = Dequeue( Q) ; 
Mark (u, X} as expanded; 
if X is I then 
begin 
for each (w, U) E E(G’) and NotChord( w, (v, Z)) do 
begin 
case (w, 0) is: 
unvisited: 
addParent( (w, 0), (v, I)); 
Enqueue( Q, (w 0) 1; 
Mark (w, 0) as visited; 
visited: 
addParent( (w, 0), (u, I)); 
endcase 
end 
end else X is 0 
begin 
for each (u, w) E E( G’) and NotChord( w, (u, 0)) do 
begin 
case (w, Z) is: 
unvisited: 
addParent( (w, I), (u, 0)); 
Enqueuec Q, (w, 1) > ; 
Mark (w,Z) as visited; 
visited: 
addParent((w,I), (u,O)); 
endcase 
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end 
end 
end 
return the graph (BFS tree) generated by the patent function; 
end. 
Procedure NotChord(w, (v, X)) (returns TRUE or FALSE). 
begin 
if Parent ( (u, X) ) = 8 return TRUE; 
for (ui, X) E Parent((o,X)) do 
begin 
if (w, ui) is not in E 
return TRUE; 
end 
return FALSE; 
end. 
Procedure addParent((w, X), (u, Y)). 
begin 
Parent((w,X)) =Parent((w,X)) U{(u,Y)}; 
end. 
Procedure Parity-Path(G, u, v) (returns TRUE or FALSE). 
begin 
TI = Ex-BFS( (M, I)); 
T2 = Ex-BFS ( (u, 0) ) ; 
Even = ((u,I) E rl> or ((v,O) E T2); 
Odd= ((u,O) E Tl) or ((u,l) E T2); 
return (Even and Odd} ; 
end 
Correctness: Nate that a vertex w is added to the path ending at u, only if there is at 
least one parent z of ZJ such that (w, t ) is not in E. By Lemma 3, we are guaranteed 
that the path formed remains chordless. By Lemma 2, we can get the nature of the paths 
(i.e., odd or even length) by examining the types of vertices in Tl and T2. 
Complexity: The procedure BFS considers each edge only once. Thus the main loop 
is executed only m times. Also at each execution the call to NotChord can take at most 
O(n) time, as there can be at most O(n) parents of a vertex in Tl (or T2). Thus the 
overall complexity is 0( nm). The algorithm uses 0( n + m) space. 
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Theorem 4. For a comparability graph G, PPP can be solved in O(nm) time using 
O( n + m) space. 
4. PPP on permutation graphs 
We use the additional structural properties of permutation graphs to give an algorithm 
whose time complexity is better than that of the algorithm given for comparability graphs. 
Note that the lemmas proved for comparability graphs hold good for permutation graphs 
too.Let (i,j) beanedgeofthepermutationgraph.Thus, (i-j)*(P-l(i)-P-‘(j)) < 
0. Orient this edge from i to j, if i > j. This gives a valid transitive orientation of 
G, and can be obtained in O(n*) time [ 51. For the rest of the section, G denotes a 
permutation graph, G’ its transitive orientation, and P is the permutation which generates 
G. 
Lemma 5. Let Q = [vl,v2,. . . , uk] be a chordless path with at least three vertices in 
the permutation graph such that VI < Uk, and P-’ (VI > < P-’ (Uk). Then, 
(i) ifvl is of type 0, P-‘(VI) < P-‘(vj) < P-‘(vz) < ... < P-‘(v2i+l) < 
P-‘(v*i) < . . . . 
(ii) if v1 is of type Z, P-l(v2) < P-‘(~1) < P-‘(vq) < ..+ < P-‘(v2i) < 
P-‘(U&_l) < . .-. 
Proof. For any i, consider the vertices vi, ~2, . . . , v2i, u2i+l. We shall prove only (i) by 
induction on i. The proof of (ii) is similar. 
Basis: i = 1, thus ~1, ~2, vg are the vertices under consideration. As vi is of type 0, the 
edge (ut,u2) must be oriented as (ui,vz). Thus P-‘(~1) < P-‘(~2). Also ~2 must be 
of type I (Lemma 1) . Thus (~3, ~2) is the orientation of the edge (~2, us) in the graph 
G’. This implies P-‘(us) < P-‘(~2). If possible assume P-‘(Q) < P-‘(q). If us > 
~1, then there would be a chord (us,vi). Thus, us < vi. As P-‘(q) < P-l(vk), there 
should be an edge (Uji,Uj), such that P-‘(vjl) < P-‘(VI) and P-‘(01) < P-‘(vj), 
where jl > 3. 
(a) Uji =~3: AS (cQ,v~) is an edge, and P-‘(~3) < P-‘(vi), v3 > vi. Thus VI > vj, 
and there would be a chord (~1, Oj), a contradiction. 
(b) Uji # us: The details, though long, are straightforward and hence omitted. 
0 
Note that we have to modify the addParent function so that we maintain only one 
parent of a vertex, instead of a set of parents maintained as in the case of compa- 
rability graphs. Informally, for a vertex of type I, we store the parent which occurs 
rightmost in the permutation and for a vertex of type 0, we store the parent which has 
maximum label. Algorithm Ext-BFS-Perm is the algorithm Ext-BFS, with the proce- 
dure addParent replaced by the modified addparent. Given the two vertices U, u assume 
P-‘(u) > P-‘(v). Let T,’ be the tree generated by Ext-BFS-Perm( (u, I)), TI is the 
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graph generated by Ext-BFS( (u, I)). Similarly define TZ and T; with respect to the pair 
(u, 0). 
Lemma 6. Let (u, X) be a pair. Then, (u, X) E TI, implies that (u, X) E T,‘. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let (u, X) E T,, but does not belong to T[. Let 
Parents( (u,X)) = (u’,Y), (ux,Y), . . . , (ui, Y) be the set of parents of (u, X). For a 
(ui, Y) E Parents( (u, X)), let ParSub( (v;, Y)) = (ui’, X), . . . , (uik, X) be the subset of 
Parents( (u;, Y)), such that each parent is not adjacent to (u, X) (i.e., these parents form 
chordless paths when (u, X) is added to the path ending at (u;, Y)). Let ((w;, X) E 
ParSub( (ui, Y)) such that ]P-’ (Wi) - P-’ (Ui) 1 is minimum among all members of 
ParSub( (u;, Y)). Without loss of generality, assume u’, w’ are the vertices such that 
(P-‘(L!i) - P-I( is minimum among all possible u;, w, for 1 < i 6 k. We will 
show a contradiction for our assumption that (u, X) is not in T( by using U’ and w’. We 
consider two cases. 
(a) u is of type 0, i.e., X = 0: Consider the order of the vertices implied by Lemma 
5. As u’ is the parent of u in Tl, it should be of type I. If w’ is the parent of c” in 
T,‘, then this path could be extended to give a chordless path by adding the pair (u, X). 
Thus w2 = Parent( where w2 # w’. As (u,X) is not in T(, 
the path [u, . . . , W~,UI,U] has a chord (u,w~). (1) 
As the modified addParent algorithm chooses the vertex which lies rightmost in the 
permutation, P-‘(WI) < P-‘(~2). As [u,...,w’,c’,u] is a chordless path, u is not 
adjacent to w’. Hence 
u < W’. (2) 
BY Cl), (u,w2) E E, thus 
0 > w2. (3) 
From (2) and (3), w’ > ~2, and hence (w’,w:!) E E. 
Consider the path Q’ = [u, . . . , WI, ~2, u] . (u, WI) is not in E, because the path 
[U,..., w’, UI, u] is chordless. Let ws be the vertex preceding w’ in Q’. By Lemma 5, 
P-‘(We) > P-‘(u’). As [u,..., wg, WI, UI, u] is chordless (u, w3) is not in E. Thus, 
u < ~3, and hence w2 < w3 (from (1)). Thus, (~2,~s) is not in E. Hence, Q’ is 
chordless. But, IP-‘(WI)--P-‘(w2)1 < ]P-‘(VI)--P-‘(w’)],contradictingourchoice 
of u’ and w’. 
(b) u is of type I, i.e., X = I: The proof is similar to proof of part (a). The lemma 
follows from cases (a) and (b). 0 
The above lemma implies that if the input graph is a permutation graph, we are not 
losing any information about the parity paths by ignoring all but one parent of a vertex 
pair. 
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We can show in a similar manner that (u,X) E T2 implies that (u,X) E T2/. Thus, 
we get an algorithm to determine whether a path of a given parity exists between two 
vertices u and U. 
The algorithm for the parity path problem is: 
Procedure Parity-path-perm(G, u, v) (returns TRUE or FALSE). 
begin 
if (P-‘(u) < P-‘(o)) then exchange (u,u); 
T; = Ext-Bfs-Perm( (u, I)); 
Ti = Ext-Bfs-Perm( (u, 0)); 
Even = ((u,Z) E T[) or ( (u,O) E T,‘); 
Odd = ((u, 0) E T,‘) or ((u, I) E T,‘); 
return (Even and Odd) ; 
end; 
Cortzctness: Follows from Lemma 6, and the correctness of algorithm parity-path for 
the comparability graph. Note that by the nature of the choice of parent the algorithm 
makes, we have to construct the trees rooted at u, where P-‘(u) > P-’ (u). Otherwise, 
if we construct the trees rooted at U, we have to choose that parent which is leftmost in 
the permutation or least in the label, depending on whether the vertex (whose parent is 
being chosen) is of type I or 0, respectively. 
Complexity: The complexity reduces from 0( mn) to 0( n +m) , because the procedure 
NotChord takes constant time, as it has to check nonadjacency of a vertex with just one 
vertex. 
Theorem 7. For a permutation graph G, PPP can be solved in O(n + m) time and 
space. 
5. PPP on cocomparability graphs 
For the rest of this section, let G = ( VE) be a cocomparability graph, and G’ = ( YE’) 
be its complement. Orient the edges of G’ to get the directed graph G”, which satisfies 
the transitivity property. This can be done in 0(n2) time [ 81. 
Lemmas. LetQ= [UI,UZ ,..., uk] be a chordless path containing at least three vertices 
with the property that if (~1,213) E E(G’), then it is oriented as (UI, 03) in E(G”). 
Then, for each i, 3 < i < k, (ui-_z,ui) E E(G”) andfor each i, 4 < i 6 k, (Ui-3,Ui) E 
E(G”). 
Proof. The proof follows by an induction on the number of vertices of Q. We omit the 
details for the sake of brevity. Cl 
We construct an auxiliary graph H as follows: 
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ff= (VHtEH), 
VH = {(u~,u~,u~,L), UI,U~,U~ E V and are distinct, 
(~1~~2) and (u2,U3) E E, and (ul,u3) E E(G”)} 
U { (~1, ~2, ~3, I?), ~1, ~2, u3 E V and are distinct, 
1UI.UZ) and (u2,u3) E E, and (UI,U3) E E(G”)}, 
EH ={(wl,W:!), ““l,w2 E VU, Wl = (ul,u2,u3,L), w2 = (U2,U3,04,R) 
and (01,~) E E(G”)} 
u {(wl,w:!), wl>w2 E k, WI = (ul,U2,U3,R), w2 = (u2,u3,u4,L) 
and (ul,uq) E E(G”)}. Cl 
Lemma 9. Let u, u be two vertices in V. Then, 
(i) there is a chordless path of even parity in G between u and u iff there is path 
R= [wl,... , wk] in H, where WI = (u,u~,u~,X), wk = (u3,u4,u,Y), and X = I: 
(ii) there is a chordless path of odd parity in G between u and u iff there is a path 
R= [w,,... ,wk] inH,wherew~=(u,u~,u~,X),~~=(u3,u4,u,Y),andX#Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, the “only if”’ part follows. This is because, given a chordless 
path between u and u, we can construct a path in H using the same method as in the 
proof of Lemma 8. We should show that if R = [WI,. . . , wk] is a path in H, then 
the corresponding path in G is chordless. The proof is by induction on the number of 
vertices of R. We omit the details. 0 
Lemma 9 immediately leads to an algorithm for PPP on cocomparability graphs. Note 
that H can have at most O(mn) vertices each having at most O(n) edges incident with 
it. The algorithm essentially involves identifying reachability of other vertices from at 
most four sources in H. Hence, 
Theorem 10. For a cocomparability graph G, PPP can be solved in 0( n2m> time using 
0( n2m) space. 
6. Conclusions 
Many NP-complete problems yield polynomial solutions when the input is restricted 
to the class of perfect graphs. Parity path problem was one of the most challenging 
graph problems in the sense that it defeated several earlier attempts on finding its 
complexity status and only recently it was resolved that PPP is NP-complete [4]. The 
complexity of the parity path problem had been investigated on chordal, interval and 
circular-arc graphs, which happens to be intersection graphs of trees, paths, and circular 
arcs respectively. In this paper, we have given polynomial algorithms to the parity 
path problem on, permutation, comparability and cocomparability graphs, exploiting the 
property of transitive orientation possessed by all these classes of graphs. It would be 
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worth investigating the complexity of the group path problem (see [ 2 ] for details), 
which is a generalization of the parity path problem on various subclasses of perfect 
graphs. 
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